D.O. No. 18-3/2016-MIDH-(NHM)

Dear All,

As you are aware that month-wise DBT data under MIDH are sent to Cabinet Secretariat time to time. It has come to the notice that majority of the States are not uploading DBT data on HORTNET portal regularly on monthly basis. The DBT data submitted by very few States does not reflect the full picture of DBT data under MIDH. The delay in uploading the DBT data on HORTNET portal causes unnecessary delay of posting the DBT data to DBT Bharat and further sending the same to Cabinet Secretariat.

I would request State Mission Director to ensure timely & regular uploading of month wise DBT data at HORTNET portal so that correct figure of DBT data under MIDH may be reflected/posted to DBT Bharat as required by DBT Cab Cell. The DBT data under MIDH for the month of April and May, 2020 may be uploaded immediately latest by 23.06.2020. Thereafter, the data for the month of June 2020 may be uploaded by 5th July 2020 and the same principle may be followed for uploading of data regularly by 5th of succeeding month. Needless to state that Non uploading of data regularly would affect the release of fund.

Yours Sincerely

[Signature]

(Rajbir Singh)

Joint Secretary and Mission Director (MIDH)

To

The SHMs (all NHM & HMNEH States)

Copy to:

1. The Principal Secretary/Secretary/APC (Agri/Horti) (all NHM & HMNEH States)
2. Director (Technical), NIC, MIDH, Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi

Please visit our Website : http://agriculture.gov.in

Office : Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi-110001, Delhi / Phone : 23384309, Fax : 23382508
E-mail : jsdfs-agri@gov.in